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B-29/B-24 Squadron
Officer & Staff Listing
Squadron Officers:
Squadron Leader

Archie Taylor

817-944-3226

taylor2014@tx.rr.com

Executive Officer

Al Benzing

214-707-2726

albenzing@gmail.com

Operations Officer

Al Herum

305-923-3810

aldh1000@gmail.com

Toni Rabroker

972-740-4601

rabroker@hotmail.com

Phil Pedron

940-453-5324

pedacft@centurylink.net

Safety and Training Officer

Stuart Watkins

623-980-4155

stuwatkins45@gmail.com

Finance Officer

Curtis Limerick
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Konley Kelley

214-995-5184
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214-284-9128
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Toni Rabroker

972-740-4601

rabroker@hotmail.com

Jacques Robitaille

972-977-4245

jrobi1116@outlook.com
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Don Boccaccio

860-841-4321

imapilot2@cox.net

Ride Desk Instructor

Andrea Hanson

972-387-2924

ahanson@cafhq.org

Andrea Hanson

972-387-2924

ahanson@cafhq.org

Sr. Crew Chief

Rick Garvis

972-380-8800

rgarvis@cafhq.org

Crew Chief

Ben Powers

214-277-3150

f14_ad@yahoo.com

Adjutant/Membership Officer
Maintenance Officer

Education Officer
Squadron Volunteer Leaders:
The "Flyer" Newsletter Editor
Appearance Captain

Diamond Lil Century Club Chairperson

Marketing/Touring:
Public Information Officer/Media Team Leader

Squadron Staff:
Administrative and Marketing Manager

2021 Tour Schedule
Click on any stop below for more information

Olive Branch, Mississippi
May 17-20, 2021

Janesville, Wisconsin
July 23-25, 2021

Chattanooga, Tennessee
May 21-24, 2021

Rochester, Minnesota
July 28 - August 1, 2021

Tri-Cities, Tennessee
May 25-30, 2021

Sioux Falls, South Dakota
August 4-8, 2021

Baltimore, Maryland
May 31 - June 2, 2021

Lincoln, Nebraska
August 11-15, 2021

Reading, Pennsylvania
June 4-6, 2021

North Platte, Nebraska
August 17, 2021

Trenton, New Jersey
June 10-13, 2021

Scottsbluff, Nebraska
August 20-22, 2021

Westfield, Massachusetts
June 16-20, 2021

Denver, Colorado
August 25-29, 2021

Nashua, New Hampshire
June 23-27, 2021

Colorado Springs, Colorado
September 1-6, 2021

Niagara Falls, New York
June 30 - July 5, 2021

San Marcos, Texas
October 1-3, 2021

Pontiac, Michigan
July 8-11, 2021

Dallas, Texas
October 29-31, 2021

Chicago/Romeoville, Illinois
July 14-18, 2021

www.cafB-29b24.org
972-387-2924 (Hangar)
432-413-4100 (Ride Desk)
*Schedule subject to change
Check www.airpowertour.org
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Squadron Report
The 2021 flying season is upon us. I am deeply proud of everything
our unit is doing and the energy and enthusiasm of our members. To
get prepared for the season, our Squadron held its annual virtual
ground school. The presentations were masterful and so well
prepared. Our members responsible for selling rides, handling
media, selling PX, watching over finances, leading tour stops,
performing scanner duties, flight engineers, pilots, and co-pilot jobs
have been finishing up their training. It is a fantastic team with a lot
of diverse skill sets.
I would also like to thank the members who financially support us.
We head out on the road next week and travel to the northeast, then
west across the country until we return in September. I know
everyone has struggled throughout the last year with all kinds of
restrictions, but we should be coming out of that to a more normal
existence.
We have brought on many new members this year, and several have trained for their new jobs in the Squadron.
I appreciate the dedication from everyone, whether you travel on the road or are a supporting member. Within the
next month or two, I plan on setting up a Squadron meeting at the new Henry B. Tippie National Aviation
Education Center at Dallas Executive Airport so we can check out all the incredible work that has been going on at
Headquarters. I hope to see you out on the road real soon.
Thanks for being a part of the B-29/B-24 Squadron!
Archie Taylor
B-29/B-24 Squadron Leader

Photo by Archie Taylor
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Executive Officer
Report
Progress!
Over the last several months, we’ve been all about planning Ground
Schools and a full Tour Season. Now, Ground Schools are in the past
for another year, and we’re taking first steps into flying the Tour
Season. A Ride Day at FTW and a 1-day Tour Stop locally at
McKinney are behind us. Both well attended - with lots of rides sold.
Enthusiasm of the public was very notable at these events! We all
strive to perform the Mission, but encouragement from passengers, and
stories of relatives from WWII, really inspire. Early successes for us,
and similar evidence from early Airshows, are positive signs for our
Tour Stops ahead. There’s a lot of work to be done, but we can
approach the touring with an encouraging outlook.
Another area that is particularly good news for our Squadron is the number of new members who are progressing
through Crew training at all positions. Building up a new cadre is critical to staffing 25 tour stops!
FIFI has been flying a lot of training flights and ride flights – she is running beautifully! Thank you to our
Maintenance team who put in long hours to keep her in great shape.
Weather is always an issue and has affected some training flights. What impresses me is how well the crews adapt
to the many schedule changes we encounter – I appreciate the positive attitudes and work ethic.
Let me know if there’s some way I can assist you. Call or Email if you have a question.
Al Benzing
Executive Officer

First flight of
the season
3/11/21
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Flight Operations
Report
The Operations Officer has numerous responsibilities as defined by the
CAF Unit Manual, to include authorizing flights of Unit aircraft and
assignment of pilots and flight engineers for those flights. To accomplish
these two tasks requires the Operations Officer to verify pilot and flight
engineer qualification and currency.
The only way this can be accomplished is to get a current 601 and other
required CAF paperwork from each flight crew member. Most of you
have readily complied. Those who have not…well I guess that is your
choice, but I will say again---nothing happens without a current 601 and
other required paperwork in my possession.
Because Lil remains in the hangar flight training has been centered on FIFI and our Stearman. At this moment we
have four Stearman pilots fully checked out and ready for our tour season with another 10 qualified candidates
simply awaiting final checkrides. I believe we will have the Stearman fully manned for this upcoming season at
every tour stop.
We have also signed an agreement with the WASP folks to manage their T-6 on our tour throughout the season. This
has required enlisting T-6 pilots who hold a current CAF 602 into our ranks, which we have done. I also believe we
will have the WASP T-6 fully staffed for the entire tour season this year.
FIFI has been busy training up new pilots and flight engineers for the last couple months. Right now, we have four
PICs fully qualified, seven copilots, some new and some veterans, as well as six fully qualified flight engineers.
Although the national tour is now underway, we will continue to train as needed on the road doing checkrides on
transition flights when able and putting up a training sortie if needed. This should get us manned up to tour FIFI
for the next several months.
A plan is in place to begin maintenance flights and training on our B-24, Diamond Lil once she completes landing
gear parts installation in June.
Congratulate our new Squadron pilots when you see them. Joe St. Clair – Stearman PIC, Jonathan Hardwick –
Stearman PIC, Jimmy Page B-29 SIC, Jeff Tramontano B-29 SIC, Matt Hood B-29 SIC and Kathy Royer B-29 SIC.
Al Herum
Flight Operations Officer

Photo by Natasha Sanders
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Maintenance
Report
FIFI came out of winter maintenance proud and virtually squawk free.
Once again testament to our Maintenance team and volunteers. The
new avionics and intercom systems have proven reliable and very
capable. Again, a huge thank you to Gulf Coast Avionics for there
donation of the full suite of Garmin Avionics equipment, their time and
expertise in engineering the interphase providing all of the wiring
harnesses, PS Engineering for designing and donation of the intercom
system, and Trevor Smith from Tech Aero Avionics in Denton for his
guidance, assistance, and final configuration of the installation.

We would also like to thank the folks at Aircraft Carburetor and Fuel
Injection Service in Justin Texas. As we were waking FIFI up from her
winter maintenance it became evident two carburetors were needing
repair. The technicians at Aircraft Carburetor worked long hours of
overtime to make the needed repairs.
We are very pleased to announce Diamond LIL’s replacement landing gear components, being reproduced by
AirCorps Aviation, are in the final production and inspection processes. We expect to have them delivered and
ready for installation early during the week of May 17. Thanks to all who have made donations to this effort. With
these new components in hand, we expect approximately six weeks will be required to have LIL ready to join FIFI
on tour. While waiting for these new components our maintenance team and volunteers have accomplished
additional fuel tank sealing and interior restorations.
Prior to the pandemic our engine rebuilder Anderson Airmotive had begun building us a spare Pratt and Whitney
engine for LIL. In order to conserve funds we had delayed completion. Now that we are planning to tour once again
we have asked Anderson Airmotive to complete this spare engine.
Annual inspections and installation of the Stearman’s new engine have been completed. Pilots report the new
engine performs exceptionally well.
As always Thanks to our Squadron members for your support.
Phil Pedron
Maintenance Officer

A member of the USAF Thunderbirds team wiping oil off FIFI in Barksdale

Photo by Rocky Smith
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Training & Safety
Report
A short word to all scanners and scanners to be. This year we have
new procedures to continue to improve our operations. I still learn
new insights on each flight that I take. At the Barksdale airshow I
learned I need to insure that the front bombay lock is always
unlocked before each flight. In an emergency there is no time to look
for someone with a key. " Duh". Seems obvious but this is not
mentioned in the manual and never mentioned in training.
Safety is improved by meticulous attention to detail. Please "peruse"
the scanner manual and review the training record sheets (7 each)
before you come to take your currency flights. So far this year no
one including me has had a "perfect" first flight after 2020. Some of
the most forgotten details include not turning off fans, forgetting
how to close the door to the aft bomb bay, forgetting how to quickly stow the aft ladder, failure to get a commo
check and missing crew call outs, using terminology not on the checklist.....again the only way to truly get current is
to come out and fly. A wise person once told me that " Good judgement comes from experience and experience
comes from bad judgement". It's great to be flying again and I look forward to see each of you somewhere on Tour.

P.S. Question? What does Peruse actually mean??? Free 6-pack to the first person to call me with the two correct
definitions. Thanks all for your interest in National Defense. 😌 Not you Kon! What then is a "contronym"???
Stu Watkins
Safety Officer

Photo by Natasha Sanders
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PIO Report
The 2021 Tour Season is finally here, and we are off and running. We
had a great turn-out at our initial ride day event in Fort Worth in March.
And our first “away” stop in McKinney TX was a terrific harbinger of
things to come. Although it was just a one day stop, FIFI sold out both
ride flights, and the other planes, Stearman, Mentor, Texan, Mustang and
Ike’s Bird were flying all day long. And we had a much larger gate
turnout than expected.
Unfortunately, our weekend stop in San Marcos was called off on
account of weather, but even so FIFI had many sold-out flights planned.
That stop has now been rescheduled for October, and many of the riders
have transferred their rides to those dates.
Our Facebook advertising campaigns are showing outstanding results. Facebook had reached out to me in 2020
regarding helping us improve our ads and audience targeting. I’ll admit I was skeptical at the time that it would make
much difference, and we weren’t really able to judge the results as everything came to halt with the pandemic. But
WOW! As of this writing, we have already pre-sold over 1,000 seats for 2021 and are just getting started. That’s a
vast increase over the same time period in 2019, and shows no sign of letting up. The real test will come when we
see how that all translates into gate traffic. The proof will be in the pudding, as they say…
In any event, since we didn’t go on the road much last year, I think there is a lot of pent-up demand to see our
beautiful airplanes, as well as a lot of folks with severe cabin fever that are looking to get out and do something fun!
Sounds to me like spending a day with the AirPower History Tour is just the ticket!
Hope to see you out on the tour circuit, and be safe and be careful out there!
Jacques Robitaille
Public Information Officer

Photos by
Natasha Sanders
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Finance Report
With the ramp up of tour season, there is a lot going on in Finance. As
noted elsewhere, our ride sales this year have been phenomenal, and
have enabled us to significantly improve our financial position from last
year. To support this momentum, we completed our 2021 budget to
better monitor the Squadron’s ongoing financial performance. Andrea
and I have implemented several enhancements to our accounting process
to determine net earnings from individual tour stops and to quantify rides
sold but not yet completed. We are also working with Jacque Robitaille
to test the Zelle peer-to-peer system for Tour per diem payments.
A special shout out to all of you that are newly signed up or continuing
your participation in the Diamond Lil and FIFI Century Clubs. If you
haven’t yet joined, I’ll hope you’ll consider it as you are able. Your
ongoing support is essential to achieve our mission to educate, inspire
and honor, and I thank you very much!

For those of you looking for a way to get more involved, I wanted to put in a plug for serving as a Ride Desk or PX
Helper. If you aren’t interested in being a scanner or are still working on your qualification and want to experience
the Tour, this is a great way to get started. Just let Archie know of your interest.
Curtis Limerick
Finance Officer

Photos by Natasha Sanders
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Education Report
Sims, sims, sims, and VR
In the last few newsletters, I have shared “enhanced” Education Officer
reports. I hope you’ve enjoyed them because I have another ☺ This time
I’m covering virtual reality and flight simulators.
I have worked in education almost my entire adult life. I know there is
value in F2F, hybrid, and 100 percent online training. I’ve attended a wide
variety of online classes (ground schools included). In my work, I’ve sold
my share of online training to clients. Now the pandemic has advanced the
necessity and opportunities for online training by 10 years. As you might
guess, colleges are early adopters of new technologies and social
experimentation. I remember creating an avatar in Second Life about 15
years ago. I don’t recall being impressed but I did enjoy making my avatar
fly. The movie, READY PLAYER ONE (2018), imagines a dystopian future
where the population’s core existence revolved around players as avatars in a
fully immersive virtual reality game. Thank goodness we are not there yet.
Although computer games, albeit a billion dollar industry, may still
be seen as child’s play to many adults, the use of games, simulators
and VR to train people in new skills is proving to be invaluable to the
economy and upskilling our workforce.
Roughly eight years ago, I visited Cuyahoga Community College and
Lincoln Electric’s HQ in Cleveland, OH. I wasn’t that bad on their
virtual welder. Think about it – if you want to save money on
resources, avoid potentially dangerous situations, and see if a younger
person has an aptitude for a skill like welding, virtual before the real thing
makes a lot of sense. Like many skilled trades, welding is not what a lot of
kids are going to school for and envisioning as a career. Lincoln even goes
as far as providing stylishly-painted welding helmets to up the “cool
factor.” Despite best efforts, our society still doesn’t get it and employers
are becoming desperate for a workforce pipeline to fill their jobs. I hear
this on almost a daily basis, to the point one employer once told me they’d
hire someone if they could fog a mirror and had a heartbeat.
Me on the Lincoln Electric virtual welder

One of my trainers, Darlena Kelly CEO of SimiDigi www.simidigi.com, uses 3D
simulations, VR and augmented reality to teach manufacturing and safety topics such
as “Lock Out/Tag Out” to employees. See her demo at http://www.maksimov.co/loto/
Recently, I met the leadership of TransfrVR, www.transfrvr.com a company with VR
gear and content embedded in several industries. TransfrVR is preparing to roll out
VR modules for training aviation technicians. At roughly the 28 minute mark of this
videolink, the speaker covers the need in her region and nationwide for skilled
aviation workers and how adopting VR training is a key strategy to meet the gap.
Creating a Skilled Workforce – Innovation in the Cornfield
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BqTQXuZvwnY

In this VR training, Occulus visors and hand-held devices along with a “digital coach” teach
tools, equipment operation, and muscle-memory before students go to work building, operating
or maintaining complicated and expensive machinery. In Illinois, Texas, and other parts of the
country, grant funding can be abundant for vocational training and apprenticeships. This
technology is rapidly becoming part of the training solution for our next generation workforce.
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Flight simulators can be very realistic on personal computers and offer flying experiences on aircraft from the past
and present. Long-time NASA employee and new Squadron member, Frank Burcham connected with me recently.
Frank is modifying a computer-generated B-24 to resemble our Diamond Lil, the very same B-24 his father flew 20x
in 1941. I’ve included screenshots of his CG B-24 exterior and cockpit created with Planemaker for the sim XPlane. In September, Frank has booked a flight on Diamond Lil for him and his son at the Colorado Springs tour stop.

Frank’s CG Diamond Lil taking a spin around a virtual Colorado Springs.

Curt Lewis, one of our Squadron’s busiest B-29 and B-24 pilots has customized the flight sim Prepar 3D so he can
fly FIFI. His programming simulates FIFI’s true flight characteristics. Below are links for two narrated videos of
Curt flying a CG FIFI in a short lap in the pattern https://youtu.be/RqjxjaiHw8E and a run through of the engine
failure/fire checklist https://youtu.be/qOdrlnyaIBE

Curt’s CG FIFI flying in a virtual environment.

I asked our Squadron XO and B-29/B-24 AC/Pilot, Al Benzing, to write a piece on
flight sims for this report. Al is a retired airline pilot and now trains others using
commercial flight simulators.

From Al Pilot Training – Simulators:
Pilots who are in training for more advanced certificates have been exposed to
simulators since the 1930s. Airplanes and fuel are expensive, and training can be
rather risky, so an alternative was sought to replace at least some of the hours in the air.

Al’s last day in a Delta uniform.

The challenge in designing a simulator is to make it realistic! Learning
only occurs when it is relevant to what you will later experience in a
‘real’ airplane.
For instrument training during WWII, the Link Trainer was the mainstay.
A ‘closed canopy’ was indeed flying blind, with all references to
instrument, and those devilish devices did a remarkably good job – but
were torturous for new pilots.
Link Trainer at VFM
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In the following years, advances continued, but the challenges of creating
realistic ‘visual’ and ‘motion’ continued to relegate most simulators to
instrument training. As they created ‘real’ cockpits, often from derelict
aircraft, they could also be used for cockpit procedures.
When I was working on my ‘ratings’, the Frasca Desktop sims became
available, which were best known for being twitchy, unrealistic and of
dubious value – at least that was my personal opinion! Later, while being
interviewed for a Regional Airline job, I flew a ‘new and improved’ Frasca,
which was twitchy, unrealistic and frustrating! But I focused on the task at
hand and passed the Check.
When I was interviewing for a job at Northwest Airlines, I was placed in a
747 ‘Full-Motion’ simulator – with visual. It was a monster! It flew rather
like the airplane, which I was completely unfamiliar with, and I managed to
pass the Check.

ATP Full-Motion Simulators for Boeing and Airbus

I was hired as a 727 FE, then advanced to co-pilot, and we used an OLD 727
simulator, which wheezed and groaned – but it worked!
Within a couple years, I became a 757 ‘Fixed Base’ Sim Instructor. This
was a fabulous machine! It looked identical to the airplane cockpit, and it
was a very valuable tool for teaching new 757 pilots Systems, Cockpit
Procedures, and the Flight Computer. We could ‘fly’ routings and
approaches, very true to life.
As time went on, when we did annual check rides in simulators, it became
obvious that in spite of all the advances in visuals, etc, the controls never felt
Latest technology Level D A320 Simulator by CAE
like the ‘real’ airplane – hence landings were rather hit and miss (that’s my
story anyway).
Eventually, I became an Airbus A320 Instructor, teaching new A320 Pilots
to fly this unique airplane via the simulator. Much of the time I was the
instructor taking these pilots on their first ‘real’ A320 flights. It was unique
to transition them from simulation, however good it was, to flying
passengers in an airplane dealing with real weather and other challenges.
Enough ‘History’. What does today’s intrepid aviator face in the world of
flight training? GREAT News – the airlines are not only recalling all
furloughed pilots, but they are also announcing hiring of new pilots!
So – off to the fancy new simulators you go! And that’s not just a maybe –
virtually all pilots will need an ATP (Air Transport Pilot) Certificate and the Instructor Operating Station (IOS) for A320 Simulator
most recent FAA Regulations require attendance of a very structure
Certification Training Program (CTP), which includes 30 hours of ground
school, related to Airline/High Altitude flying and 10 hours of simulators (6
hours in a Full Motion sim). See FAR 61.156 for details!!
The focus is on ‘crew’ procedures, high altitude maneuvers, and abnormals,
which they are not likely to see in other training situations.
These days - in my spare time - I am fortunate to be a Sim Instructor in the
ATP-CTP program, which allows me to leverage a bit of my 30 years of
airline experience and perhaps pass on a few nuggets of knowledge to the
new pilots. Below is a link to a short video about training at our school.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TcIh-beaSIg - Al Benzing
Filed by Konley Kelley, Education Officer

A320 Cockpit in a Level D Simulator, with
excellent Visual
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NEW BLACK HATS

Member News
Spring 2021

The Squadron welcomes
new members added in 2021
Robert Johnson, Dallas, TX
Jonathan Hardwick, Germantown TN
Gary Hansen, Reno, NV
Mark Gill, Haymarket, VA
Matthew Hood, Argyle, TX
Carlos Sotolongo, Port Orange, FL
Stephen Glenn, Trussville, AL
Bradley Haskin, Burien, WA
Lisa Wilson, Frederick, MD
John Roper, Basehor, KS
Eugene Vantluka, Allegan, MI

Toni Rabroker, Adjutant &
Membership Coordinator

Gene Hattaway, Double Oak, TX
Robert Marquez, Denver, CO
Kim Rocker, Acworth, GA
Franklin Eastman, Gaines, MI
Andy Travnicek, Hampton, NH
Brian Fenelon, Yorktown, VA
Bob Samuel, Fort Worth, TX
Andy Bredeson, Woodbury, MN
Theresa Hood, Argyle, TX
Curtis Kehr, Keller, TX
Bruce Phelps, Murphy, TX

Kathy Royer, B-29 Co-Pilot
+ Co-pilots: Jeff Tramontano, Matt Hood, and
Jimmy Page completed their B-29 Checkouts

FE
Fernando
Daleccio

Scanners
Bradley Haskin

Peter Furman

Doc Calley

Check the Squadron website under the Members Only
section for your Squadron membership status. If you
have membership questions or there is anything I can
do to help you get involved, please let me know.
- Toni Rabroker
If you have any membership questions, please feel
free to contact me at rabroker@hotmail.com
Dues and new member apps can be mailed to:
CAF B-29/B-24 Squadron
PO Box 763577
Dallas, TX 75376

Make sure you visit the Squadron Px for
all your APHT bling
Px Captains, Alma and Rocky Smith will take care of you.
Whether we are on tour or home, we can fill your
order. Short or long sleeve uniform shirts, performance
polos, quarter zip fleece, as well as hats and tshirts (as found
on www.B29B24PX.org). We will even do name drops on
the shirts. Email alma@B-29b24px.org with size, quantity,
your phone and email information.
Find us on
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Crew
Chief’s
Corner
is back!
Well, it’s great to have Crew Chief’s Corner back in The
Flyer and share what’s been going on in the hangar.
Once more, I received a huge donation of new batteries
for FIFI and Diamond Lil from Concorde Batteries!!
Concorde is one of my many sponsors and I’d like to
personally thank them for the generous donation again.

It was also great having my volunteer maintenance crew
back out working with Ben and myself!!!!

FIFI
FIFI’s Winter maintenance went very well this year with
no issues other than 13° temperatures at the hangar in
February.
FIFI’s spare QEC (Quick Engine Change) is being built
up and will be done this week so it can be on standby.
We have definitely been putting FIFI through the paces
this year and I am happy to report she is running as
smooth as a lizard across the hardwood floor LOL!

Diamond Lil
Of course the biggest news is that we finally got the
(pivot fittings) finished and here at the hangar..!!!
We are now doing some final assembly of the fittings
before they can be installed.
Hopefully, if all goes well, we will have gear hanging
underneath Lil by the end of next week.
Once we get Lil back in the air, it’ll be all hands on deck
to get everything moved from VFM to our new home at
Dallas executive.
So, we will be putting callouts for help throughout the
rest of the year until we can get everything re-established
in Dallas.

My CCR throwback picture – the Editor ☺

Last but not least I would like to thank the
following Squadron maintenance crew for their
dedication in helping us keep these elegant
ladies in the air!
Crew Chief Ben Powers
Tom Ferraro
Mike Laney
Mike Caraway
Mike Shmit
Alex Beckett
Joe Smigielski
Jeff (Jeff blue) Tramontano
Chris Holmes
Chris Hess
Tim Austin
Steve Thomson
Steve Rabroker
Doc Calley
Mat Ellison
Mat Pedron
Mat Hood
Fred Jeanes
Fernando Daleccio
Rudy Vander Upwich
Stew (The Colonel) Watkins
As always a pleasure working with you
gentlemen!
Crew Chief Rick signing off!
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CCC

Crew Chief’s Corner Photo Album

New Concorde batteries

Stearman engine change

First maintenance flight 3/11/21

Ben building up the
QEC for FIFI

Avionics guru
Trevor Smith
working FIFI
avionics.
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Diamond Lil’s
80th Birthday
May 17, 1941
Monday, May 17, 2021 was the 80th birthday of our beloved
Diamond Lil. Sr. Crew Chief Rick Garvis, Crew Chief Ben
Powers, Maintenance Officer Phil Pedron, XO Al Benzing
and other Lil admirers gathered to wish her a happy birthday.
Oh…and there were gifts…awesome gifts! On Tuesday,
Stefan Hokuf with AirCorps Aviation personally delivered
the landing gear Pivot Fittings created specifically for
Diamond Lil (see details in Fall 2020 Flyer). Rick, Ben and
our volunteers will have them installed soon and Lil will be
back in the air in no time. And, we aren’t done celebrating
Lil just yet. Keep watching for news about a future
celebration at her new home in Dallas. Keep Lil flying!

Rick Garvis and Stefan Hokuf
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http://www.b29b24px.org

http://www.b29b24px.org

alma@b29b24px.org
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Fundraising Update

FIFI Century Club
By Don Boccaccio

FIFI Century Club
As 2021 starts with a fresh feel of Freedom, so has our APHT schedule. A few new fundraising programs have
blossomed with our fresh new outlook on the year . First off, we created a FIFI Century Club fundraiser. This has
been in the works for a while, so we decided to unveil it for the upcoming tour season. For less than a dollar a day,
or the price of a cup of coffee( not anymore :), you can support FIFI and get a one of a kind FIFI pin and
customized embroidered patch to sport on your flight suit. The link is on our home page. www.cafb29b24.org

Squadron Safety Officer, Stu Watkins with a new
FIFI Century Club patch and pin on his hat.

Bomber Sneakers w/ride location
Our rides sales are way ahead of 2019 and with that we started a new sneaker program, exclusively for bomber riders.
These customized sneakers allow the rider to select which location they took their ride and have it printed on
their respective pair of kicks. If you have friends or family riding this year, have them check these out or what
better way to celebrate their historic ride by giving them as a gift. www.cafb29b24.org
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Special Feature

Catching up with
CREW 713
By Konley Kelley
Alex Mena has been a friend to the B-29/B-24 Squadron for nearly a decade. I
do not remember what brought Alex and our Squadron together. Obviously, it
was a big, beautiful B-24 named Diamond Lil but it slips my mind when we first
crossed paths. In 2013, Lil needed repairs to her nose gear so we formed a new
team to support the B-24 led by Al Benzing. In Spring of 2013, the “B-24 Go
Team” worked with Alex and a crew of volunteers to create a video appeal with
then Squadron Flight Operations Officer, David Oliver, as the spokesperson.
The video appeal was more like a mini-documentary on the B-24 and very
effective for our needs.
In June, 2013, I interviewed Alex about his Dad and a very personal project
called CREW 713. Alex’s Dad, Nemesio Mena, was a B-24 Radio Operator in
the 492nd BG in WWII. He and his crew called their B-24J Liberator The
Irishman’s Shanty, a tribute to their pilot, 2nd Lt. David O’ Sullivan. I encourage
you to visit The Flyer from June 2013 for my interview with Alex and more indepth information about CREW 713 and Nemesio Mena’s military career in
WWII and postwar – see https://tinyurl.com/ra2ywa4a..
I also highly recommend visiting the website www.crew713.com
for a complete look at Alex’s project and a very well-researched
website on the 492nd BG and O’Sullivan crew.
Plus, if you have been on tour with Lil, you have seen CREW
713. Thanks to Alex, a shot of The Irishman’s Shanty’s crew
features prominently on the large B-24 Educational Banner
affixed to Lil when she is on static display. Below the crew photo
is a short memoir by Nemesio Mena.

So, thanks to Zoom, I was afforded the privilege of catching up with Alex Mena last week and the CREW 713
production team of Justin and Fiona Hall of Dancing Fish Productions. Knowing many of you are not familiar with
Alex and CREW 713, I asked Alex to tell me how this project came to be and the status of it today.
CREW 713 was inspired by Alex’s Dad and his service in WWII. Alex was already an accomplished film producer
and video technician with a long list of credits when he joined the Mena family for a reunion in El Paso, TX in
Summer, 2007. He knew about his Dad’s WWII experience and thought about making a documentary. Seeing his
Dad in declining health and knowing time was short prompted him to fully commit to the project.
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When Alex said goodbye to
his Dad at the reunion, he said
“Dad I’m going to make a
film about your time in the
war,” to which his Dad said,
“OK.”
That October, Alex saw his
father again at his birthday
and conducted an inteview. It
was then Alex’s Dad told the
story of climbing a “holy”
mountain in El Paso called
Mt. Cristo Rey. This took
place after Nemesio returned
home from the war in the Fall,
1944. He scaled the mountain
30 times to give thanks each
time to God for surviving 30
missions with his crew.

Nemesio Mena, 1944

Two months after Alex saw his Dad,
Nemesio Mena passed away. In late
2019, Alex and his production crew
were on location at Mt. Cristo Rey to
film a reenactment of this precious
story for the documentary.
Alex and his crew have interviewed 12 members of the 492nd Bomb Group who flew with Nemesio and his crew on
these same perilous missions. These interviews form the backbone of the larger story of the ill-fated group to which
CREW 713 belonged. In addition, Mena has received several oral interviews of some of his Dad's former crew
members and every family of those crew members has contributed photos, letters, documents and other memorabilia
for his research. Alex is honored they’ve entrusted him with their precious mementoes.
In 2011, Alex was working the Dallas Film Festival. He came across the resume of Fiona Hall, a producer looking
for an opportunity to volunteer. This was the first meeting of Alex with Justin and Fiona Hall, an English couple who
had worked on the Academy Award-nominated film THE ILLUSIONIST (2010) and now resided in Dallas. From
there the CREW 713 team evolved into what Alex calls a “three-headed creature.” With Justin and Fiona aboard,
more veterans were interviewed and the project and planning literally took flight. On vacation in England, Justin and
Fiona gave up time with family to visit North Pickenham, site of the airfield where the 492nd BG was based. They
interviewed the daughter of the family who owned the land where the airfield was built. She said her parents were
like foster parents to the airmen often feeding them and doing their laundry. The couple would anxiously count
planes returning from missions.
A few years ago, Alex also had an opportunity to fly on the Collings Foundation B-24 Witchcraft and our very own
Diamond Lil at a show in Lancaster, TX. The visceral experience on both flying warbirds gave him an even greater
appreciation for the airmen that flew these massive bombers.
Justin and Fiona have become close friends with Alex. Alex is family to them now and they share his passion for
CREW 713. The human aspect of the storytelling draws them in. Who were these men? How did they endure so
much suffering and why? How can they as filmmakers relate this story to an audience?
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For them, Alex is the inspiration. He is the personal connection to the story and direct link to this history. Thanks
to Alex, they can see beyond the facts, know these men, and appreciate the special bond that extends to their
families, who want this story told and their loved ones remembered.
So who is the intended audience? Alex wants to use CREW 713 as an educational project with appeal to a younger
generation. This has led to some innovative storytelling using animation, including the hiring of Damien Jones, a
talented illustrator from England. This “alternative style” as coined by Justin helps the project rise above formula
documentaries that can at times be a chore to watch. Some test screenings with high schoolers have generated
enthusiasm for the project.

You have an opportunity to see an eight minute clip of the documentary at the link below. It is a fascinating story.
I never thought a life raft could create some havoc in the air – see for yourself!

CREW 713 work demo
https://vimeo.com/294082440/e759d220ae
I asked Alex what has been most challenging. He knows the story is
compelling but finding investors and funding remains a challenge.
Even with some disappointments and the project canvassing several
years now, a defeatist attitude is not an option. As Justin put it,
despite the day jobs affecting production, they still find the time to
meet, move the project forward a bit more, and see that as a testament
to something they know is important and worthwhile. As Alex put it,
there is no expiration date on this production.
How can we help? Donations are welcome. A new website is
coming out soon with more scenes from Act One. Feedback is most
certainly welcome. If any of you have connections that can help this
project, please contact Alex and Fiona at the e-mails below their
picture. The CREW 713 production team hopes to deliver the
completed documentary in the Spring of 2022. It could be streaming
on your Smart TV in the future and I would love to hold a screening
at our new hangar at the CAF National Airbase in Dallas.
For Alex, this is a love letter to his Dad and the brave men with
whom he served. This is his mission to keep history alive and tell
the story of CREW 713 for our generation and those to come. Good
luck to Alex, Justin, Fiona, Damien and everyone who is a part of
this worthy project and labor of love.
CONTACT:
Alex Mena
On the next page are bios for
linklemaster@yahoo.com
Alex, Justin and Fiona.
Fiona Hall
Fiona@dancing.fish
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Alejandro Mena, Director
Alejandro “Alex” Mena is the son of the late Nemesio
and the late Domitila Mena. Nemesio Mena served in
the United States Army Air Corps in WWII and was the
radio operator for CREW 713. He had a distinguished
service career in the USAF and retired in 1968. His
parents are buried at Fort Bliss National Cemetery.
Nemesio Mena’s service in WWII is the inspiration for the film, CREW 713.
Alex Mena has over 25 years experience working in the Texas film and video production
industry. He has worked on corporate videos, feature films, episodic television, &
commercial shoots. Experienced as a producer, assistant director, script supervisor and
grip/electrician, Alex has learned about the film industry from the ground up through
countless hours of production work. Alex also has produced several concerts and live
events from 2016 through 2020.
Alex served as Director of Operations for the Dallas International Film Festival, (2011,
2012 & 2013) and Director of Operations for the Lone Star Film Festival (2012, 2013 &
2014) in Fort Worth. Recent work includes long form corporate video shoots for Toyota,
Lone Star Foods and the US-Mexico Chamber of Commerce.
Alex and his parents, Nemesio and
Domitila Mena in 2005

Fiona Hall - Producer
Fiona Hall has been working in independent film production on features, TV dramas, documentaries,
animation, short films and promos since 2003. For 3 years, she worked on the 2011 Oscar nominated
feature film The Illusionist as production manager, overseeing scheduling, budget and recruitment. She
has also worked at the Edinburgh and Dallas Film Festivals and set up her own film festival, the Leith
Film Festival, which ran a successful annual 24-hour film competition. Beyond producing Crew 713,
Fiona is developing mobile technology for non-profits and, in 2019, received a Masters in Applied
Cognition and Neuroscience form UTD.

Justin Hall - Animation Director/Producer
Justin Hall has over twenty years of experience, working in film, television, games and commercial
animation. Trained traditionally in 2D hand drawn animation, his career has included BAFTA and Oscar
nominated projects such as, The Illusionist, Monsters, OOglies and Tiny Planets. For Crew 713, Justin is
producing the integral animated segments which help to tell the mission stories of the 492nd bomb group.
And, as Dancing Fish Productions, he is serving as one of the film's producers.
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Feature Story

B-24 Bombardier/Navigator
Lt. Hildred C. Beckwith, Jr.
By John Beckwith
My dad grew up in the small town of Wapakoneta, Ohio, the same town astronaut Neil
Armstrong was from. Their parents knew one another. After graduating from high school
in 1940, Dad attended Ohio State University where he studied engineering until enlisting
in the Army Air Corp in September, 1942. He did basic training at the usual bases in
Texas. In the spring of 1943 he was sent to the 83rd College Training Detachment at Ft.
Hays Kansas State College for officer candidate school. This would turn out to be an
important milestone because greeting the arriving train full of cadets in Hays were all of
the young women attending the college. And one of them would one day be my mother.
Dad was only in Hays for a few months.
But that’s long enough for a relationship to
begin and that gal happened to be the
daughter of the president of the college.
They would write each other as Dad went
from Hays to San Antonio briefly and on to Ellington Field and
eventually Childress Army Air Field, one of the west Texas bases that
formed the “bombardier triangle” where he was trained as a
bombardier and navigator through the rest of 1943 and into early
1944. On February 5, 1944 he received his commission as a 2nd
Lieutenant in the Army Air Corp in the morning, and was married to Commissioning and wedding day with both sets of
my mother at the base chapel in the afternoon. It was a big day.
parents in attendance.
Wartime being as it is, there was no honeymoon for the newlyweds. There was more training to be done. Advanced
instrument training and practice, including use of the sophisticated, and top secret, Norden bombsight continued at
Childress for about another month before getting some time off to spend with his bride. At this point, Lt. Beckwith
was a fully trained and qualified bombardier/navigator.
In April, 1944, now stationed at Pueblo Army Air Base,
one of the training bases for B-24 Liberator crews, a
crew was formed that included Lt. Beckwith as
bombardier. These ten men would train, fly their B-24 to
the Mediterranean Theatre, and serve in combat together
over the next 9 months. I can only imagine the bond that
was formed between them. After 2+ months together as a
crew, in early July they received their orders for combat
duty. They had been assigned as a replacement crew to
the 15th Air Force, 98th Bombardment Group (H), 343rd
Bomb Squadron. This was the Snow White squadron,
operating out of Lecce, Italy. Notably, the 98th was one
of the groups that had participated in the famous Ploesti,
Romania oil field bombing in August, 1943. Bombing
of those targets was still ongoing nearly one year later.

Crew of Umbriago, the officers are standing and my dad is far left.
As you can see, by this point in the war the decision had been made to
forgo the added cost and weight of the paint and leave the exterior as
bare aluminum.
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The crew left U.S. soil in their shiny new B-24J on July 25, 1944 and arrived at their base
in Italy on August 14. Lecce is located in the “boot heel” of Italy on the Adriatic Sea
coast. Life on base in southern Italy couldn’t have been as bad as, say, the jungles of the
Pacific theatre. I imagine the work days were intense and meaningful, and the off days
were a mixture of comradery, pride and every imaginable emotion. In my dad’s
scrapbook of his service there are a handful of pictures that depict his time at his overseas
base. It was a mere 5 months of his young life. I wonder if these young men realized the
importance of their endeavors. That they were playing an audacious role in history.

The runway that was
constructed for the
airfield at Lecce is
visible on Google Earth
southeast of the city.
Although the imagery
seems to indicate that
the airstrip is in
rundown condition, it is
still in use for private
aviation.

Their airship was
given the name
“Umbriago”. My
dad said it was
Italian slang for
“drunkard” which
certainly makes sense
for the nose art. But
without a doubt the
name was
popularized by a
Jimmy Durante song
from that period of
the same name. Just
go to YouTube and
search Umbriago. It
was so popular as an
airship name, the
book “B-24 Nose Art
Name Directory By
Wallace R. Forman,
Specialty Press” lists
sixteen B-24s by that
name. And none of
those listed in the
book were my
father’s aircraft
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Combat Missions
As bombardier, Dad kept his own
notes of the missions he participated
in. He kept those notes through the
years, and I’m so glad he did. I
made a request to the Air Force
archives for his units’ records during
his time overseas and now I have the
official reports that correspond with
his notes for each mission. Shown
here is page 1 of his mission notes,
covering missions #1 through #6.
Let me point out a few things. In the
upper left corner, to set the stage,
“Arr. 8/14/44”, “8/15 Inv.(Invade)
So. France”, “8/19 Ploesti Finito”.
The war effort by the allies was
succeeding. The tide had turned.
But there was much work to be done
to stop the Nazi war machine.
The 15th Air Force, with bases across
southern Italy, was bombing
manufacturing, oil production, and
rail yard targets from Eastern Europe
to southern Germany. And it was my
dad’s turn to get into the action.

The initial entry for the mission record is crossed out;
it would have been his first combat mission.
“#1 8/19/44 Ploesti Bomb on Blevins crew”
And the note directly below that.
“DIDN’T GET OFF (THANK GOD)”
Followed by -“8/19/44 Baker & Plane went down”

Now I don’t know about the rest of you, but if I, at the ripe
old age of 22, had started a new job and the first five days
caused me to make notes like these, my stress level might
just be off the charts. But of course in war there are no
changing jobs just because things are looking a little dicey.
There was no shortage of targets that needed to be bombed,
and the 15th was going to do its share.
Lest we forget why they became known as the “Greatest
Generation”.
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The very next day, 8/20/44, would be his mission #1 to the
Szolnok, Hungary railroad marshaling yard. “Lost 1 ½
engines but made it back alone.” All in a day’s work, right?
Apparently it was a good day’s work. The mission report
states “…results excellent with good concentration on aiming
point.” Also, “…approximately six bursts blocking the line at
the northeast chokepoint.” And it was enough to catch the
attention of some very big brass. Check out the atta-boy.
“Commendation from Gen. Rush on this one as best job so far
in ’44 by 15th”. Wow! For the entire 15th Air Force! What a
boost to the ole ego after your first mission. I bet the beer was
flowing at the O-club that night!

Mission #2 & #3 was a double hitter. After a bomb run on underground oil
storage, the group made a risky second pass over Vienna to drop leaflets to the
population. Dad kept one of those leaflets as a memento. I scanned the text
and ran it through a translator. As expected, it was a plea to Austrians to revolt
against the Nazi’s and regain their independence with the help of the allies.
Mission #4 “1st mission with Burk & Crew”. “Burk” is Lt. Burkholder, pilot
and the rest of the crew that Dad trained and flew over with. Together again.
Obviously, they broke new crews up and mixed them with seasoned crews for
the first several missions.
Mission #5 “Rode in waist – colder than hell”. And this was August! Bet that
made him appreciate his usual position in the nose! Got to have respect for
those gunners.

The mission notes go on for 7 pages. On October 2, 1944, H.C. Beckwith, Jr.
was promoted to 1st Lieutenant. He flew his 45th and final mission on
December 12, 1944. His plane was never shot down nor was he ever forced
to bail out. To the best of my knowledge, his closest brush with death came
on mission #14 on 9/13/44, which, according to his notes, was the 98th Bomb
Groups’ 300th mission. The target was a familiar one (see mission #6), Avisio
Viaduct—Trento, Italy and Dad was in the bombardier position. The official
mission report states they were dropping 1,000 pound general purpose bombs
from 20,400 to 22,300 feet and that flak over the target was “moderate to
intense, very accurate, heavy”. According to Dad’s notes, for Umbriago that
translated to 10 extra holes when she got back to base. Coming through one
of those holes, a piece of flak sliced through Dad’s oxygen hose and rattled
around at his feet. He was forced to grab an emergency bottle of oxygen.
Obviously, that piece of flak could have inflicted serious injury or worse. In
later years, he kept that piece of flak in his dresser drawer. I remember him
showing it to me and telling me the story behind it when I was a boy.
The mission report for the day states “Visual observation reports an excellent concentration. First bombs fell
directly on pinpoint. Smoke obscured later strikes but pattern was very close.” Also from the report, no aircraft
were lost and no casualties. The day could have turned out a whole lot worse.
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Going Home
His tour complete, Dad left Italy on January 16, 1945 bound for home. His ship
reached the east coast of the United States on January 25th. As a welcome
home, his first child, a son, was born that same day in Hays, Kansas. After
some much deserved time off, Dad began training as a pilot for redeployment.
When the war ended later that year, Dad chose to remain in the Army Air Corp
Reserve which later became the Air Force Reserve. He was activated in 1951
for the Korean War and served in the states attaining the rank of Captain in the
U.S. Air Force. After that war ended he again went inactive, finally leaving the
service in 1958.
Immediately following World War II, Dad went back to school at Purdue
University where he completed his B.S. in Mechanical Engineering in June,
1948. He went on to be a successful industrialist, business man and small town
Mayor, and along with my mother, raised six children of which I am the
youngest. Dad passed away in 2001 and my mother in 2014. Like most, Dad
never spoke much about his service in the war. He and his crew reunited
several times during the 1990s and I know those were good times. It is only
since his passing that I have dug into learning about his service to our country.
What a shame I didn’t do it sooner.

John & Melissa Beckwith
October, 2019 Tulsa, OK

Seven of the crewmembers of
Umbriago in Branson, Missouri,
October, 1995.
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Feature Story

When the War came
to Washington (State)
By Bradley Haskin
On August 12, 1944, Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr., Lieutenant, United States Navy,
disappeared in a blinding explosion that just moments before had been a warderelict PB4Y-1 Liberator. Oldest son, presumed heir of the Kennedy
dynasty, and brother to the future President of the United States, Joe Jr. had
been groomed for success nearly from birth. Much to his father’s chagrin, Joe
left his final year of law school at Harvard to enlist in the Navy Reserve and
begin training as a Naval Aviator. After two tours of duty, Lt. Kennedy was
eligible to rotate home. Instead, he volunteered for Operation Anvil—a Top
Secret project aimed at flying remote-controlled bombers into hardened
German targets. Loaded-to-the-gills with highly-volatile Torpex (a British
compound made up of TNT, powdered-aluminum, and plastic explosive) and
rigged with rudimentary, first-generation radio control units, war-weary B-17s
and B-24s were guided to their destination by a mother ship and purposely
flown directly into heavily-defended fortifications like V-1 launch facilities
and U-boat pens.
In order to get the heavily-laden flying-bombs
airborne and pointed in the right direction, volunteer
pilots were required to start-up, take-off and join up
with the control aircraft, and then—so the theory
went—parachute to safety. Only, it wasn’t that
simple. Out of the previous six missions and 11
aircraft (all B-17’s of the Army Air Corp’s
companion project—Operation Aphrodite), seven
had crashed enroute, two had been shot down, and
the other two missed their intended target—at the
cost of four pilots.
On Saturday, August 12, Joe Kennedy Jr. and his copilot Wilford “Bud” Willy took off on the Navy’s first attempt,
with the target the suspected V-weapons site in the Fortress at Mimoyecques on the French coast. The BQ-8 drone
was a former USAAF B-24J repurposed as a Navy PB4Y-1. Loaded with over ten and a half tons of explosives, the
pilots formed up with two Navy PV-1 Venturas (acting as the ‘mother ship’ and backup), a B-17 navigation aircraft,
trailed by three reconnaissance planes to film the mission and record damage, and four P-51 Mustangs flying topcover. Kennedy’s Liberator was effectively, up to that point in history, the most powerful bomb ever assembled. As
briefed, Kennedy relinquished control of the Liberator over to the lead PV-1 and turned on the arming switch. At
just over 2,000 feet, over Suffolk, the aircraft began its first programmed turn. Kennedy’s last transmission was the
briefed code that they were preparing to egress the aircraft: “Spade Flush”
.
The aircraft suddenly detonated in a spectacular blast that spread burning wreckage over the British countryside, as
well as damaging some of the other aircraft in the formation. No trace of either pilot was ever found. Kennedy was
posthumously awarded the Navy Cross, Distinguished Flying Cross and Air Medal for the mission. (Eight more
Anvil/Aphrodite missions were attempted after Kennedy’s death before the operations were terminated. All-told,
none of the missions succeeded in destroying the intended target, and only one impacted close enough to its target
to cause any damage.)
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During the spring of 1977, filming began for a movie on the life of Joseph
Kennedy Jr. In a time before streaming platforms like Netflix, Hulu, and even
cable tv itself, the ABC Movie of the Week featured made-for-tv movies. They
were often second-tier stories that major studios had passed on, or pilot movies
for proposed television series. “Young Joe: The Forgotten Kennedy” was such a
feature, a highly-dramatized biopic of the life of the eldest Kennedy son,
starring Peter Strauss and based on a best-selling book by Hank Searls.
In April of that year, my father was contacted by Tallmantz Aviation of Santa
Ana, California. Well known for their aerial cinematography of television
shows and films such as “Baa Baa Black Sheep”, “Catch-22”, “Flight of the
Phoenix” and even the revolutionary Circle-Vision 360 Disney movie “America
the Beautiful”, Tallmantz had been contracted by ABC to assemble suitable
aircraft and film the flying sequences for “Young Joe”. Stunt pilot Frank
Tallman wanted to lease our family’s L-17B Navion to use as a second-unit
filming platform, supplementing their company’s B-25 camera ship.
With primary shooting taking place in various locations in the Seattle area
(curiously standing in for Cape Cod), the aerial unit was based out of the
Bayview airport (now Skagit Regional Airport) some 60 miles to the north.
Settled amongst lush growth of trees, and blessed with gray skies and dampness
worthy of England, the airport itself had bonafide WWII heritage having served
as an outlying field for Whidbey Island Naval Air Station, and the nearby Strait
of Juan de Fuca would provide a ‘Channel-esqe’ backdrop for the flying
sequences.
Even at the age of 10, I was well-indoctrinated in the aviation world—having
grown up going flying every weekend in our Navion, attending airshows each
summer, watching movies like “Battle of Britain”, “Tora! Tora! Tora!” and “The
Great Waldo Pepper” on tv with my father, as well as reading about a mythical
outfit in Texas called the Ghost Squadron in the pages of Flying and Boys Life!
So while it sounds a bit arrogant to hear myself say it out loud in 2021, in the
spring of 1977, that my family was fully-immersed in filming a warbird movie
didn’t seem much of a stretch. It’s just kind of what we did. Didn’t everyone’s
family do stuff like that?
The airport at Bayview had been given a Hollywood set-dressing, with olive
drab canvas tents, sand-bagged machine gun nests draped in camouflage netting,
wooden barracks and Quonset huts—even the burnt-out remains of a chateau
constructed at the far end of the runway. It would now serve as WinfarthingFersfield Airdrome in Norfolk. On the ramp, amongst the general aviation ‘spam
cans’, sat two PT-17 Stearman, two 2/3 scale WAR FW-190 replicas, two B-25
Mitchells and a polished B-24J Liberator appropriated in temporary U.S. Navy
markings. It was into this make-believe world that our family dropped into in
May 1977.
The Navion would be used to film Kennedy’s flight school footage involving
the PT-17s. The sliding canopy was removed and a tripod and camera was set
up in the backseat. Having flown with the canopy open before, I can’t imagine
what it must’ve been like for the camera man to be standing upright in the
slipstream to get the footage. The Liberator, part of David Tallichet’s
“Yesterday’s Air Force”, had recently been purchased surplus from the Indian
Air Force and returned to the United States via England. One of the B-25’s was
gaudily
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painted in Navy colors to represent a PBJ-1, instead of the ‘correct’ Ventura
mother ship. Even the two Focke Wulf replicas were cool, as I had never seen a
‘real’ Luftwaffe fighter in person at that point. The Tallmantz B-25, with
cameras in the nose, tail and waist positions, would handle the heavy duty
filming with the bombers and fighters for the film.
One afternoon, my dad was invited to go up in the Tallmantz bird and watch
from the observer’s bubble where the top turret once sat. With chief pilot
Frank Pine in the left seat of the camera ship, Frank Tallman and Jim Appleby
made multiple strafing runs in the 190 replicas for the cameras, repeatedly
breaking in front of the nose of the B-25 with only a few yards of clearance,
and even a head-on pass that went between the twin vertical tails of the
Mitchell. My dad, in the bubble, said he just ducked on that pass. Over the
intercom he calmly heard Pine exclaim “Wow…..”
I have several technicolor memories of those two weeks, but most of them are
supplemented by a photo album of fading pictures: My kid brother Randall and
I climbing in and around the bombers, sitting in cockpits, standing on the ramp
surrounded by the sound of radial engines as the aircraft launched and
recovered from their photo missions, and generally sticking my nose into
places that no 10 year old should have, but I just wasn’t old enough to know
better yet. I specifically recall the B-24 returning from one mission following a
rainy downpour, and while I was walking around the plane, one of the crew
‘cleared’ the blanks from the twin .50 caliber guns in the nose turret. My mom
says my eyes were as wide as saucers. I thought it was the coolest thing I had
ever seen. And I got to meet Frank Tallman, who was a complete hero to me.
During the spring of 1977, Randall and I would sit in front of the television set
every Tuesday night to eagerly devour “Baa Baa Black Sheep”. All these cool
movies my dad and I had watched together…my God, the takeoff scene at the
beginning of “Catch-22”? Flying the Beech 18 through the billboard in “It’s a
Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World”? THIS WAS THE GUY! In the flesh. And he
was talking to ME about airplanes!
And then, just like that it was over. I remember how cool it was watching
“Young Joe: The Forgotten Kennedy” on tv when it came out later that fall,
knowing the part our family plane had played. ABC replayed the movie
infrequently for a few years, then it faded into obscurity. I wept when Frank
Tallman flew his Piper Aztec into the side of a mountain less than a year later,
and I kept in touch with Frank Pine until his passing in 1984. I even still have
the receipt from Tallmantz Aviation, payment to my dad for 8 flights in the
Navion at $65/hr. The note signed by Frank Pine says “No Squawks. Good
plane.”
Last year, during the Covid quarantine, I managed to track down a DVD copy
of the movie, recorded from some Saturday afternoon matinee from a television
station in New Jersey. But watching it through adult eyes 45 years later, it
didn’t matter. Cheesy, 1970’s Hollywood fluff? Yes. Plot holes and continuity
gaffes big enough to drive a bus through? Yes. But man, I smiled at all the
Stearman scenes, knowing they were shot out of the back of the Navion. There
are some great flying shots of that beautiful Liberator, and I could only think of
my pop’s reaction during the two-second head-on pass in the FW-190 that
made the final cut. I only wish that at 53 I could travel back and experience the
whole thing with more appreciation again…and with a better camera!
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Photo Album

FT. WORTH
3/20/21

FIFI (and friends) back in Action Photos by Dylan Phelps

Photos by Steve Heath
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FIFI (and friends) back in Action

CAF Dallas NAEC
3/26/21
Photos by Steve Heath
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Photo Album

FIFI (and friends) back in Action

McKinney
4/24/21
Photos by Steve Heath
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FIFI (and friends) back in Action

Barksdale AFB
5/8/21

Photos by Jacques Robitaille

Photo by Joe "Slam" Lyons
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FIFI (and friends) back in Action

Fort Worth
5/15/21
Photos by Konley Kelley

Thank you VFM!
from your friends at the B-29/B-24 Squadron

Chuckie Hospers and her crew from
the Vintage Flying37
Museum

Featured Photographer

Dylan Phelps
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Dylan Phelps
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Editor’s Corner
Skydiving Boss
I have a new boss and he is
a good friend. We’ve both
worked for Dallas College
for many years. Tim
Samuels, is the Associate
Chief of Workforce/Sr.
Director of Corporate Partnerships for Dallas College
and oversees our new corporate college where I am
Project Leader. We help train employees for companies.
Tim is a native Texan with a background in sales and radio broadcasting. He is
the “voice” of Ennis Lions Football on 106.9 FM. I recently learned of his longtime love for skydiving. He told me it started as a “bucket list’ item between he
and his college buddies. For 30 years they’ve gotten together to skydive across
Texas and the southwest. The experience offers him a unique sense of peace,
tranquility and beauty. He’s going to keep it up as long as he can and believes
everyone should try it. I need to hook him up with Stu and Burney so he can Coming in the Summer 2021 issue
jump as a reenactor from a C-47 and honor our WWII paratroops. Currahee! The Editor goes to Hawaii
You should know me by now. If I am traveling somewhere
with a WWII past, I am not leaving without a story for The
Flyer. My family has booked a trip to Oahu in late July.
Several in our party, including myself, have never been to
the Aloha State.

Tim skydiving over the California Sierra Nevada mountain range.

We are planning a
visit to Pearl Harbor
and I hope to meet
staff at the Pearl
Harbor Aviation
Museum. C-19 may
still be a problem so
wish us luck.

The flyer WANTS YOU!

You are welcome to contribute a story, photographs and artwork for this decades-old newsletter. If you are a
veteran, please tell us your story. Squadron members continually meet veterans at the hangar, on tour and in
everyday life – let us know their stories. We’re also looking for contributors for “This Month in History” and
news spotlighting our aircraft and members.
Thank you and “Keep ‘Em Flying!”
Konley Kelley
THE FLYER editor
konartist@verizon.net
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Photo by Scott Slocum

B-29 / B-24 Squadron
Mailing Address:
PO Box 763577
Dallas, TX 75376
United States of America

www.cafB-29b24.org
www.AirPowerTour.org
972-387-2924 (Hangar)
432-413-4100 (Ride Desk)
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